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Abstract
We study the Eﬀective Field Theory of three QCD-like theories, which can be classiﬁed by having quarks in
a complex, real or pseudo-real representations of the gauge group. The Lagrangians are written in a very similar
way so that the calculations can be done using techniques from Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPT). We calculated
the vacuum-expectation-value, the mass and the decay constant of pseudo-Goldstone Bosons up to next-to-next-to
leading order (NNLO) [1]. The various channels of general n ﬂavour meson-meson scattering of the three theories
are systematically studied and calculated up to NNLO [2]. We also calculated the vector, axial-vector, scalar, pseudo-
scalar two-point functions and pseudo-scalar decay constant up NNLO order [3]. The analytic expressions of the
S parameter for the three diﬀerent QCD-like theories are obtained at TeV scale. Our results are useful for chiral
extrapolation in lattice calculation on theory of strong dynamical and ﬁnite baryon density.
Keywords:
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking, Lattice Gauge Field Theories, chiral extrapolation, Chiral Lagrangian,
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1. Introduction
Strong dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB) is one important candidate theory for beyond
Standard Model (SM). Although the SM-like Higgs Bo-
son is discovered at LHC [4, 5], it is still possible that it
is composite, which arises from the pseudo-Goldstone
Boson modes of new strong interaction at TeV scale,
e.g., the Technicolor theory [6, 7] and other composite
Higgs theories [8].
However, it is very diﬃcult to use perturbative
method in the strong interaction region. Lattice simu-
lation is probably the most promising way for this prob-
lem. For computing the quantities in Technicolor the-
ory, one has to push the calculation to the chiral limit,
1Speaker
i.e., the massless quark limit, this is very time consum-
ing and expensive [9]. Therefore one can extrapolate the
numerical data to the chiral limit using the analytic re-
sults from ChPT , which is called Chiral extrapolation.
In this proceeding, we introduce the series of works
on Eﬀective Field Theory of three QCD-like theories,
which are distinguished by having the (techni-)quarks
live in a complex, real or pseudo-real representation of
the gauge group. For n ﬂavours of identical quarks,
this corresponds to the symmetry breaking pattern of
SU(n)L × SU(n)R → SU(n)V , SU(2n) → SO(2n) and
SU(2n) → S p(2n) respectively. These theories can
be used to characterize some Technicolor models with
vector-like gauge bosons.
QCD-like theories are also important in the theory
of ﬁnite baryon density, where the normal QCD with
chemical potential term suﬀers the sign problem in Lat-
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tice simulation. The real and pseudo-real case allow to
investigate the mechanism of diquark condensate with-
out this problem [10].
2. Quark level Theory
2.1. Quark living in a complex representation
In QCD, quarks live in the fundamental, a complex,
representation. For general n ﬂavours of quarks, the La-
grangian with external sources can be written as
L = q¯LiγμDμqL + q¯RiγμDμqR
+q¯LγμlμqL + q¯RγμrμqR
−q¯LM†qR − q¯RMqL , (1)
where qL and qR are column vectors and the external
ﬁelds lμ, rμ andM = s − ip are matrices in ﬂavour. The
covariant derivative is given by Dμ = ∂μq − iGμq.
When the external ﬁeld vanish, this Lagrangian has
SU(n)L × SU(n)R global ﬂavour symmetry, which will
be broken to SU(n)V spontaneously by the nonzero vac-
uum condensate 〈q¯q〉 = 〈q¯LqR + q¯RqL〉  0.
When the small quark mass term is present in the La-
grangian, the ﬂavour symmetry SU(n)L × SU(n)R will
be broken to SU(n)V explicitly, the Goldstone Boson
(GB) gain mass and they become the pseudo-Goldstone
Boson (PGB).
2.2. Quarks living in a Real or pseudo-real representa-
tion
Quarks can also live in real or pseudo-real represen-
tation in color space, their Lagrangian can be written as
the following for two diﬀerent cases.
• Quark live in real representation, e.g., adjoint rep-
resentation.
L = trc
(
qLiiγ
μDμqLi
)
+ trc
(
qRiiγ
μDμqRi
)
+ trc
(
qLiγ
μlμi jqL j
)
+ trc
(
qRiγ
μrμi jqR j
)
− trc
(
qRiMi jqL j
)
− trc
(
qLiM†i jqR j
)
,
Dμq = ∂μq − iGμq + iqGμ . (2)
trc (A) means a trace over the gauge group indices
and the quarks are matrices rather than vectors in
the gauge group indices.
• Quark live in pseudo-real representation, e.g., two-
color QCD.
L = qLiiγμDμqLi + qRiiγμDμqRi
+qLiγ
μlμi jqL j + qRiγ
μrμi jqR j
−qRiMi jqL j − qLiM†i jqR j , (3)
Dμ = ∂μq − iGμq ,
which has the same form of Lagrangian as QCD.
One of the common features for those two theories
is that they can have color singlet diquark and anti-
diquark, which are the lightest baryons.
Using the following transformation, the left hand
quark can be transfer to right hand anti-quark.
Real : q˜Ri = CqTLi , (4)
Pseudo − real : q˜Rαi = αβCqTLβi , (5)
where the charge conjugate operator is C = iγ2γ0, α, β
are color indices, and  = iσ2. The qR and q˜R now
transfer in the same way under chiral symmetry, so they
can be placed in a same column vector
qˆ =
(
qR
q˜R
)
. (6)
Therefore the Lagrangian (2) and (3) can be rewritten as
the following,
• real representation
L = trc
(
qˆiγμDμqˆ
)
+ trc
(
qˆγμVˆμqˆ j
)
(7)
−1
2
trc
(
qˆCMˆqˆT
)
− 1
2
trc
(
qˆTCMˆ†qˆ
)
,
• pseudo-real representation
L = qˆiγμDμqˆ + qˆγμVˆμqˆL j (8)
−1
2
qˆαCαβMˆqˆ
T
β −
1
2
qˆααβCMˆ†qˆβ .
The external sources are now 2n × 2n matrices,
Vˆμ =
(
rμ 0
0 ±lTμ
)
, Mˆ =
(
0 ±M
MT 0
)
(9)
where the ‘+’ sign for real, the ‘-’ sign for pseudo-real
representation, respectively.
When the external ﬁelds vanish, the Lagrangian
(7) and (8) has SU(2n) global symmetry rather than
SU(n)L × SU(n)R.
In the real case, the vacuum condensate 〈trc (q¯q)〉 =
〈trc
(
qˆTCJS qˆ
)
〉 + h.c.  0 will spontaneously break
SU(2n) to SO(2n), while in the pseudo-real case, the
vacuum condensate is 〈trc (q¯q)〉 = 〈qˆααβCJAqˆβ〉+h.c. 
0, which breaks SU(2n) to S p(2n) spontaneously. The
JS and JA are symmetric and anti-symmetric 2n × 2n
matrices:
JS =
(
0 I
I 0
)
, JA =
(
0 −I
I 0
)
. (10)
where I is the n × n unit matrix.
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3. Eﬀective Field Theory
3.1. Goldstone Boson
The Goldstone bosons (GB) live in the coset of bro-
ken symmetry G/H. In terms of the pion ﬁelds φa , the
nonlinearized matrix u can be parametrized as
u = exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ i√2F0
Ng∑
a=1
φaTa
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (11)
where F0 is the bare decay constant of GB, Ta is
the generator of broken symmetry and normalized as
trF
(
TaTb
)
= δab. The broken symmetry and number
of GB Ng for the three theories are summarized as the
following,
• Complex representation:
G/H = SU(n)L×SU(n)R/SU(n)V , Ng = n2−1 ,
• Real representation:
G/H = SU(2n)/SO(2n), Ng = n(2n + 1) − 1 ,
• Pseudo-real representation:
G/H = SU(2n)/S p(2n), Ng = n(2n − 1) − 1 .
3.2. The LO and NLO Lagrangian
Using the method of CCWZ [11], all EFT of the
three QCD-like theories can be written in a very sim-
ilar way, which is the form of Chiral Perturbation The-
ory (ChPT). In the expansion of momentum, the leading
order O(p2) EFT Lagrangian is thus
L2 = F
2
4
〈uμuμ + χ+〉 . (12)
The NLO Lagrangian is [12]
L4 = L0〈uμuνuμuν〉 + L1〈uμuμ〉〈uνuν〉
+L2〈uμuν〉〈uμuν〉 + L3〈uμuμuνuν〉
+L4〈uμuμ〉〈χ+〉 + L5〈uμuμχ+〉
+L6〈χ+〉2 + L7〈χ−〉2 + 12L8〈χ
2
+ + χ
2
−〉
−iL9〈 f+μνuμuν〉 + 14L10〈 f
2
+ − f 2−〉
+H1〈lμνlμν + rμνrμν〉 + H2〈χχ†〉 . (13)
For the complex case, which is same as QCD, the ob-
jects appear in the Lagrangian are
uμ = i
[
u†(∂μ − irμ)u − u(∂μ − lμ)u†
]
,
Γμ =
1
2
[
u†(∂μ − irμ)u + u(∂μ − lμ)u†
]
,
χ± = u†χu† ± uχ†u ,
f±μν = ulμνu† ± u†rμνu . (14)
lμν and rμν are the ﬁeld strengths from lμ and rμ, χ in-
clude the mass matrixM via χ = 2B0M.
For real and pseudo-real case, the objects appear in
the Lagrangian are
uμ = i[u†(∂μ − iVˆμ)u − u(∂μ + iJVˆTμ J)u†] ,
Γμ =
1
2
[u†(∂μ − iVˆμ)u + u(∂μ + iJVˆTμ J)u†] .
f±μν = JuVˆμνu†J ± uVˆμνu† ,
χ± = u†χˆJu† ± uJχˆ†u . (15)
where J denotes the JS and JA in real and pseudo-real
case, respectively. Vˆμν are the ﬁeld strength of external
ﬁelds, and χˆ = 2B0Mˆ [1].
The form of NNLO Lagrangian for those three theo-
ries are also same as the ChPT case [13, 14] , which has
112+3 term.
One has to remember there are diﬀerences in dif-
ferent QCD-like theories, e.g., the generators, external
sources, coupling constants, etc..
3.3. The Renormalization
When going to loop calculations, renormalization be-
comes necessary. A thorough discussion of renormal-
ization in ChPT at NNLO can be found in [14, 15]. For
simplicity, the one loop divergences from L2 are ab-
sorbed by the bare coupling constant ofL4, the two loop
divergences from L2 and the one loop divergences from
L4 are absorbed by the bare coupling constant of L6.
The divergence structure of NLO low energy constants
(LECs) are
Li = (cμ)d−4
[
ΓiΛ + Lri (μ)
]
, (16)
with Λ = 1/[16π2(d − 4)] and ln c = −[ln 4π + Γ′(1) +
1]/2. The constants Γi are diﬀerent for the three diﬀer-
ent theories. The complex case were calculated in [16].
The pseudo-real case also been obtained in [17], which
are slightly diﬀerent from our results. The real case are
obtained in [1], where the typos are corrected in the ta-
ble 1 of [3].
The form of divergence structure of NNLO LECs Ki
is the same for three theories,
Ki = (cμ)2(d−4)
[
Kri − Γ(2)i Λ2 −
(
1
16π2
Γ
(1)
i + Γ
(L)
i
)
Λ
]
. (17)
The coeﬃcients Γ(2)i , Γ
(1)
i and Γ
(L)
i are only known for
complex case [14]. We can still make sure the two loop
calculation are correct by several methods, e.g., to check
the cancellation of non-local divergences.
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4. The Calculation
4.1. Mass, vacuum condensate and decay constant
The vacuum expectation value (VEV), mass and de-
cay constant of of meson (PGB) were calculated up to
NNLO in [1].
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Figure 1: The 1PI diagrams up to order p6. The wiggly lines
indicate external sources, a solid line is a meson propagator,
a wiggly line is an external source, a dot is a vertex of p2, a
crossed circle is a vertex of p4 and a crossed box is a vertex of
p6.
The mass can be obtained by ﬁnding the poles of the
propagator, and the decay constant can be calculated by
computing the one-meson matrix element of the axial
current. The 1PI diagrams up to NNLO are shown in
Fig.1.
We express the formula of these quantities in terms
of the physical masses and decay constants
O2phys = OLO + O
2
NLO + O
2
NNLO , (18)
where O stands for 〈q¯q〉, M and F. The OLO only con-
tains diagram (d), O2NLO contains diagrams (e) and (f),
O2NNLO contains diagrams from (h) to (i). However, di-
agram (k) for VEV does not exist, since there is no tri-
linear interaction in the Lagrangian once we remove the
external meson line from the IPI diagrams. The details
of our results can be found in [1].
4.2. General meson-meson Scattering
The general amplitude for meson-meson scattering
φaφb → φcφd is given by
〈φc(pc)φd(pd)|φa(pa)φb(pd)〉 = M(s, t, u) . (19)
The Mandelstam variables s, t, u are deﬁned by
s =
(pa + pb)2
M2phys
, t =
(pa − pc)2
M2phys
, u =
(pa − pd)2
M2phys
. (20)
According to diﬀerent ﬂavour structure of the scatter-
ing, the full amplitude can be written in terms of two
invariant amplitudes B(s, t, u) and C(s, t, u).
M(s, t, u)
=
[
trF
(
XaXbXcXd
)
+ trF
(
XaXdXcXb
)]
B(s, t, u)
+
[
trF
(
XaXcXdXb
)
+ trF
(
XaXbXdXc
)]
B(t, u, s)
+
[
trF
(
XaXdXbXc
)
+ trF
(
XaXcXbXd
)]
B(u, s, t) (21)
+δabδcdC(s, t, u) + δacδbdC(t, u, s) + δadδbcC(u, s, t) .
The meson-meson scattering can be decomposed into
many diﬀerent scattering channels. In the language
of group theory, this means that the direct product of
two adjoint representations can be decomposed as di-
rect sum of irreducible representations. For the SU(n)
or complex case, the decomposition can be written as
Ad j.⊗Ad j. = RI ⊕RS ⊕RA ⊕+R AS ⊕R SA ⊕R AA ⊕R SS ,(22)
where the subscript and superscript S and A denote
‘symmetric’ and ‘anti-symmetric’ for upper or lower in-
dices, respectively. So there are 7 scattering channels
for general SU(n) case. This can be obtained Young
tableaux or tensor method. In the case of SO(2n) and
S p(2n), the adjoint representation that contains mesons
are symmetric or anti-symmetric, respectively. In both
cases, there are 6 diﬀerent channels
Real : (23)
S ym. ⊗S ym. = RI ⊕ RA ⊕ RS ⊕ RFS ⊕ RMA ⊕ RMS ,
Pseudo − real : (24)
Asym. ⊗Asym. = RI ⊕ RA ⊕ RS ⊕ RFA ⊕ RMA ⊕ RMS ,
where FS , FA stands for ‘full symmetric’ or ‘anti-
symmetric’ indices, MA, MS stands for ‘mixed sym-
metric’ or ‘anti-symmetric’ indices, respectively.
Once the form of the representation is determined,
the amplitude Tr for diﬀerent channels can be extracted
from the general amplitude in two equivalent methods.
The ﬁrst is to pick a state Rr in a representation r and
get it via
Tr = 〈Rr |M(s, t, u)|Rr〉 . (25)
The second is to apply the projection operators Pr on
the full amplitude M(s, t, u) with
PrTr = PrM(s, t, u) . (26)
In the complex case, the amplitudes for each channel
are
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Complex :
TI = 2
(
n − 1
n
)
[B(s, t, u) + B(t, u, s)]
−2
n
B(u, s, t)
+(n2 − 1)C(s, t, u) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) ,
TS =
(
n − 4
n
)
[B(s, t, u) + B(t, u, s)]
−4
n
B(u, s, t) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) ,
TA = n[−B(s, t, u) + B(t, u, s)]
+C(t, u, s) −C(u, s, t) ,
TSA = C(t, u, s) −C(u, s, t) ,
TAS = C(t, u, s) −C(u, s, t) ,
TSS = 2B(u, s, t) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) ,
TAA = −2B(u, s, t) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) . (27)
For real case, the amplitudes for six channels are
Real :
TI =
1
n
(2n − 1)(n + 1)[B(s, t, u) + B(t, u, s)]
+
1
n
(n − 1)B(u, s, t)
+ (2n − 1)(n + 1)C(s, t, u) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) ,
TA = −(1 + n)[B(s, t, u) − B(t, u, s)]
+C(t, u, s) −C(u, s, t) ,
TS =
1
n
(n − 1)(n + 2)[B(s, t, u) + B(t, u, s)]
+
1
n
(n − 2)B(u, s, t) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) ,
TFS = 2B(u, s, t) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) ,
TMA = C(t, u, s) −C(u, s, t) ,
TMS = −B(u, s, t) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) . (28)
For pseudo-real case, the amplitudes are very similar to
the real case,
Pseudo − real :
TI =
1
n
(2n + 1)(n − 1)[B(s, t, u) + B(t, u, s)]
− 1
n
(n + 1)B(u, s, t)
+ (2n + 1)(n − 1)C(s, t, u) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) ,
TA =
1
n
(n + 1)(n − 2)[B(s, t, u) + B(t, u, s)]
−1
n
(n + 2)B(u, s, t) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) ,
TS = (1 − n)[B(s, t, u) − B(t, u, s)]
+C(t, u, s) −C(u, s, t) ,
TFA = −2B(u, s, t) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) ,
TMA = C(t, u, s) −C(u, s, t) .
TMS = B(u, s, t) +C(t, u, s) +C(u, s, t) . (29)
They satisfy the relation
M(s, t, u) =
∑
r
Tr(s, t, u)Pr . (30)
The scattering amplitude for each channel I can be
projected out using the partial wave expansion
T I (s) =
1
64π
∫ 1
−1
d(cosθ)P(cosθ)TI(s, t, u) . (31)
Near the threshold s = 4, we can expand the ampli-
tude above the threshold using s = 4(1 + q2/M2π) in the
small three-momentum q.
Re T I (s) = q
2[aI + q
2bI + O(q
4)] , (32)
where aI is the scattering length, and b
I
 is the slope. The
expressions of the lowest partial wave scattering length
for each channel in all three cases can be found in the
appendix of [2].
4.3. Two point green function and S-parameter
The deﬁnitions of the two-point functions are
ΠVaμν(q) ≡ i
∫
d4x eiq·x 〈0|T (Vaμ (x)Vaν (0))†|0〉 ,
ΠAaμν(q) ≡ i
∫
d4x eiq·x 〈0|T (Aaμ(x)Aaν(0))†|0〉 ,
ΠS a(q) ≡ i
∫
d4x eiq·x 〈0|T (S a(x)S a(0))†|0〉 ,
ΠPa(q) ≡ i
∫
d4x eiq·x 〈0|T (Pa(x)Pa(0))†|0〉 , (33)
where Vaμ , A
a
μ, S
a and Pa are vector, axial-vector, scalar
and pseudo-scalar currents, respectively.
Figure 2: The illustrated Feynman diagram for two-point
Green function. The ﬁlled circles indicate the 1PI diagrams,
solid lines are meson propagators and the wiggly lines indi-
cate insertions of vector, axial-vector, scalar or pseudo-scalar
current.
Using Lorentz invariance the two-point functions
with vectors and axial-vectors can be decomposed in
scalar functions
ΠVaμν = (qμqν−q2gμν)Π(1)Va(q2)+qμqνΠ(0)Va(q2) .(34)
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where Π(1)Va(q
2) is the transverse part and Π(0)Va(q
2) is the
longitudinal part or alternatively the spin 1 and spin 0
part. The same deﬁnition holds for the axial-vector two-
point functions.
For a beyond the Standard Model with strong dynam-
ics at the TeV scale, there will in general be many res-
onances and other non-perturbative eﬀects. At low mo-
menta one can use the EFT as described above for these
cases. We can estimate the Peskin-Takeuchi S , T,U pa-
rameter [18] contribution from pseudo-Goldstone Bo-
son sector within the EFT. The parameter T and U van-
ish because of the exact ﬂavour symmetry, i.e. we work
in the equal mass case. The S parameter can be written
as [18]
S = −2π
[
Π′VV (0) − Π′AA(0)
]
= 2π
d
dq2
[
q2Π(1)VV − q2Π(1)AA
]
q2=0
. (35)
Π′VV (0) and Π
′
AA(0) are the derivatives of the vector and
axial-vector two-point functions at q2 = 0.
The full results can be found in [3], some plots for the
purpose of illustration are also shown therein.
5. Conclusion
In this series of works, we have completed a com-
prehensive study of the Eﬀective Field Theory of three
QCD-like theories, which can be classiﬁed by having
(techni-)quarks in complex, real or pseudo-real repre-
sentations of the gauge group. They are correspond-
ing to the spontaneously breaking of ﬂavour symmetry,
SU(n)L × SU(n)R → SU(n)V , SU(2n) → SO(2n) and
SU(2n)→ S p(2n), respectively.
Firstly, we constructed the eﬀective theories for the
three diﬀerent cases in an extremely similar way, ob-
tain all the details of power counting and ready for high
order calculation. Then we calculated the vacuum con-
densate, mass and decay constant of meson up to NNLO
using the method of Chiral perturbation theory [1].
Secondly, we systematically studied the general
meson-meson scattering for those QCD-like theories.
We constructed all the possible intermediate states and
scattering channels in the general n ﬂavour case, and
calculated the general amplitude and scattering lengths
for each channel up to the NNLO [2].
We also calculated vector, axial-vector, scalar and
pseudo-scalar two-point Green functions up to NNLO.
Using these results, we also estimated the S-parameter
contributing from pseudo-Goldstone-Boson [3].
Our results are useful for people working in the Lat-
tice computing for strong dynamics at TeV scale, where
the analytic formula for chiral extrapolation is needed.
These results are also helpful for studying the diquark
condensate mechanism at ﬁnite Baryon density.
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